December 2014 DOUBLE TREASURE HUNT
Ends 12/31/14

TREASURE ONE: Find and return answers to list of seven questions on FIRST LIST OF QUESTIONS at www.libertysavard.com/doubletreasurehunt.html and get FREE 15 PDFs of all 15 Mini Charts. Plus ANY PDF of any book of your choice FREE!

TREASURE TWO: Find and return answers to list of fifteen questions on SECOND LIST OF QUESTIONS at www.libertysavard.com/doubletreasurehunt.html and get a completely FREE LSM Teacher’s Training Correspondence Course with all of the tests, mentoring, and Reading Assignments, etc. ($300.00 value!) ALL ANSWERS are found on:

www.libertysavard.com
www.libertysavardlifecoaching.com
www.libertysavard2u.com
Or links on those sites

The Prayers Just Aren’t Working For ME! Why Not?

Why do some use or just read (note: use or just read—they are not praying the prayers!) the binding and loosing prayers over and over with little or no success? Others seem to make great inroads and have great success with their praying of the prayers.

The main reason usually is that the person using or even praying the prayers yet having little success has never successfully dealt with unforgiveness in his or her heart. You may think you are a very “forgiving” person without acknowledging that there are those one or two stickers (or more) in your soul that you have worked so hard to bury (ignore).

What is the difference between “using” and “praying” the prayers? One major clue that you are actually “praying” the prayers is that you are concerned about what God wants to do for His greater purposes rather than what you think He should do for you. One sign that you are only “using” the prayers is that you already know what you want Him to do before you ever begin praying. In this case, what God wants is not a major concern to you unless it seems to correspond to your wants and ideas.

You are only going through a religious exercise when you try to just “use” the prayers to get what you think will work best in any given circumstance.

Your motives may seem perfectly in order to you, but they aren’t in alignment with God’s greater plan and ultimate solution when you just “use” the prayers.

You need to have an attitude of expectancy and faith that God can answer any prayer, but you also need to realize that His answer may not resemble yours. His answer sees all the future ramifications of the prayer’s outcome; your answer is really only interested in the
present. Anticipate answers from God that represent and reflect His will rather than wishing and wanting and hoping while you are trying to convince Him to follow your will and your plans.

It is very important that you identify and get rid of habits and behaviors that may be opening doors in your life for wrong influences and temptations, i.e. wrong movies, wrong TV shows, wrong relationships, wrong reading material, ungodly desires, etc. To identify any obvious faulty patterns in your prayer life and spiritual life in general, ask yourself:

- “Am I praying the binding and loosing prayers only for my own ideas and wants?”
- “Do I ever pray when things are going well, or only when I’m in trouble or dire need?”
- “Do I ever pray for the needs of others?”
- “Is my motive for praying that I will increase my own happiness and peace of mind, or do I want God to get the glory?”

Seriously search your beliefs and settle whether or not you believe that God knows best, no matter what you think you may know would be better. He will always hear you and move on your behalf when you have a clean heart and pray right prayers according to His will (found in His Word). Faith (in the original Greek) is trusting and having confidence in His wisdom, power, goodness, and best intentions towards you, with the requirement that you understand He always knows what is best for you and yours. Do not recite, read, or pray out of desperation because “nothing else has worked.” Pray confidently, full of hope, with faith that God will fulfill your still-yet-unfulfilled expectations in the best way possible for you, and the answers will be born out of His divine wisdom and love.

The **binding part** of the Keys of the Kingdom prayer (when sincerely prayed) obligates you to God’s will for you. The **loosing part** of the prayer (when sincerely prayed) is your cooperation with God’s response. Binding prayers and loosing prayers both obligate you to God’s will in order to have a positive outcome. God’s will is always (in some way) affected by your complete forgiveness of others.

**Quote From Original Shattering Your Strongholds:**
You can repent of your sins (unforgiveness) until you are hoarse, confess your faith to all, pray without ceasing, give everything you have to the work of God, read the Bible for hours, and still block God’s grace from (being fully extended to) you if you have an unforgiving heart. No amount of repenting, confessing, praying, or reading the Word will ever cover over, atone for, or excuse unforgiveness! There is nothing you can do that can take the place of forgiveness:

- Forgiveness is not tolerance.
- Forgiveness is not pretending.
- Forgiveness is not forgetting.
- Forgiveness is not generosity of spirit.
- Forgiveness is not turning the other cheek.
- Forgiveness is not looking the other way.
- Forgiveness is not making a joke of a wrong.
- Forgiveness is not politeness or tactfulness.
- Forgiveness is not diplomacy.
- Forgiveness is not a passive non-response.

**Forgiveness is something much deeper!**

- *Forgiveness is a deliberate act of the will.*
  - Forgiveness is a full pardon of another.
  - Forgiveness is a substitutional act.
  - Forgiveness is obedience to God’s Word.
  - Forgiveness is an act of love.
  - Forgiveness is the key to freedom.

Hebrews 4:12 (KJV) says, “For the word of God is quick (it is alive), and powerful, and sharper than any two-edged sword, piercing even to the dividing asunder of soul and spirit (you forgive from your spirit; you attempt to cover over unforgiveness in your soul) and of the joints and marrow, and is a discerner of the thoughts and intents of the heart (not the thoughts and attitudes apparent to the eye of another human being—but the hidden thoughts and attitudes apparent to the eye of God).”

What really causes unforgiveness? Everyone has a bullet list or a personal code of acceptable acts of what they think should be done to (or for) them (whether their thoughts are right or wrong). Unforgiveness is an unsurrendered soul’s response to a violation of that personal code, either presently or previously.

I know this is repetitious, but someone out there doesn’t get it yet! You cannot pray a binding and loosing prayer and expect God to respond how you want Him to if you are harboring unforgiveness towards anyone in your heart.
We’ve all heard people say, “Don’t give it another thought, it’s been forgotten.” Forgiveness is not forgetting a wrong. You truly forget the hurt only after you forgive the hurt. When you try to turn these two acts around, you only send your feelings about the wrong down into your subconscious and try to bury them. There they drip bitterness into your inner being until that causes something really ugly to surface later in your body or in your mind!

Stronghold thinking rationalizing bitterness and resentment in your thoughts is like toxic thorns and thistles that root down in your soul. Once rooted and established, those thorns and thistles will suck the life out of your mental processes, your thought life, your will, your motivation, your health, and your determination to live. Roots of bitterness cause torment in your soul, setting up deadly opportunities which the enemy then accesses to torment you further.

Remember what the writer of Hebrews says in 6:7-8 (NIV), “Land that drinks in the rain often falling on it and that produces a crop useful to those for whom it is farmed receives the blessing of God. But land that produces thorns and thistles is worthless and is in danger of being cursed. In the end it will be burned.”

The same writer tells the Hebrew Christians they are in danger of losing out with God because of sliding back into their former ways and cautions them to “See to it that no one misses the grace of God and that no bitter root grows up to cause trouble and defile many” (Hebrews 12:15, NIV).

At some point in the beginning of God’s revelation to me of the deeper meaning of the words of Jesus (to Peter) in Matthew16:19 “I will give unto thee the keys of the kingdom of heaven: and whatsoever thou shalt bind on earth shall be bound in heaven: and whatsoever thou shalt loose on earth shall be loosed in heaven—KJV), He gave me an assignment. He told me to make a list of every negative thing every person had ever done to me (I remember I filled pages and pages of a yellow legal tablet—yuck!). I was shocked at the length of the list and the hurt I still felt, and I was really dismayed by the desire for revenge that kept trying to crawl up in my memory. God had me read that list several times over the next couple of days.

Then He said to start at the top and truly forgive the first item on my list. I mouthed the words of forgiveness, I thought the words of forgiveness, I yelled the words of forgiveness, I struggled with the words of forgiveness. I did the best I knew how.

In the hardest part of this struggle, God told me to loose the unforgiveness in my unsurrendered soul and I would (original Greek meanings: untie, break up, destroy, dissolve, melt, put off, wreck, crack to sunder by separation of the parts, shatter into minute fragments, disrupt, lacerate, convulse with spasms, break forth, burst, rend, and tear up) the unforgiveness I still held toward the person or persons involved. I did, using some of the words above and sometimes all of them in my loosing prayers; I broke, I destroyed, I wrecked, and I shattered my wrong feelings of unforgiveness!

I finally felt I got the victory—I genuinely forgave the first line item of that list! I was so proud and then God told me to forgive the second line and I had to start all over—arghhhhhh. I had a lot of fits and starts, but I pushed on and the feeling of pain and unforgiveness (even unfairness!) lightened with every line I crossed off. I really began to look at forgiveness in a whole new way! The whys, the intents, the acts I felt had been done against me all had no meaning any longer. I was free of them. Forgiveness really does set you free!!!

Another reason that some use the binding and loosing prayers with little or no success and others make great strides with their use of binding and loosing prayers is the presence of or the absence of their personal desires behind the prayers. The whole purpose of binding yourself to God’s will is that is that you are choosing to obligate yourself to whatever His will is for your life. He really does know what is best for you and yours and He really wants you to give you a good life. I’ve used this before, but it fits so well here—one of my favorite sayings is this:

If you only want to
have it your way,
GO to Burger King!  

You Will Always Have to be Involved in God’s Best Answers For You

It is amazing how many people want God to answer their binding and loosing prayers without Him ever
expecting any action or personal involvement on their part. They want to pray the prayers and then just receive their desired answers, thank you very much. I have had several people write and say, “I prayed the prayers yesterday, but nothing happened. Do they work or not?” That question comes out of their focus upon what result they think should come, not His will for them; they are anxiously expecting the particular answer they want without being bothered by God as to what part they have to commit to in the answer.

Another problem is that some people think they see a need to pray the prayers for everybody else, but not for themselves. I always encourage people to pray these prayers for themselves first—then pray them for others. We’re usually a major part of the answer for whatever problem we’re praying about.

Many people have written me about the prayers seeming to cause strife and hard things in their lives. Many have concluded, therefore, that the prayers must be of the devil. That comes from the teaching that anything good only comes from God and anything bad only comes from the devil. The problem with this line of thinking is that what might seem like a “bad” obstacle may really be God’s way of turning you away from a wrong path or a wrong relationship or a wrong habit. Something seeming to be “good” may be a way the enemy is using to entice you to follow a wrong path.

You will have a lot of trouble first just realizing and then sorting that out that if you insist that you should have the answer you want. The following brings up another area that can stop your growth and freedom with the binding and loosing prayer principles. Be sure you pray the binding and loosing prayers out loud. In the classic Greek language, the word Logos always refers to the thoughts in the mind and speech. Make the enemy and your unsurrendered soul listen as you pray the prayers out loud—they’ll hate that!

### Renewing of the Mind

Romans 12:2 tells us, “Be ye transformed by the renewing of your mind.” What does that have to do with the Keys of the Kingdom Principle of Matthew 16:19 in which Jesus said, “I will give you the keys of the kingdom of heaven; whatever you bind on earth will be bound in heaven, and whatever you loose on earth will be loosed in heaven” (NIV)? What is your part and what is God’s part in the process of your mind being transformed? The transformation of a caterpillar into a gorgeous butterfly is a metamorphosis in nature. You are going to be metamorphosed, (transfigured, transformed), to become a completely new person with new habits, new thoughts, and new attitudes—both in the natural world and the spiritual world.

You submit to God’s part by binding your will to God’s will when you pray the binding prayers. Your part is to remove all the resistance your unsurrendered soul will throw up by praying the loosing prayers.

Transformed, you can serve God in the newness of the Spirit—not in the oldness of your unsurrendered soul. Romans 12 implies a radical, thorough, and universal change, both outward and inward, very similar to the change from that grubby caterpillar to the beautiful butterfly. You are not amended (changed, improved, made more acceptable or nicer), but transformed (entirely renewed)!

An outward change may sometimes be “sort of nice” but of little real worth because it requires constant maintenance by the believer (which can become exhausting). The inward change (God’s transformation) is not limited to any fallible human traits. It is the creation of the new creature, ready to be used by God. That complete transformation will produce the outward glow and the godly behavior others will see in you.

**Important Point:** You need to be vigilant about recognizing old beliefs and old wrong thoughts that try to creep or crawl back into your mind. They need to be addressed with loosing prayers, prayed out loud immediately. The sooner you jump on the intruders and loose them, the easier it will be to make them go.

When your mind is renewed, and your new life attitude and behaviors keep enhancing that change, then the will of God can be fulfilled in you. This is His grand design in reference to every human being who comes to Him. The control center of your attitudes, thoughts, feelings, and actions is your mind. As your mind keeps being made new by your commitment to the spiritual input of God’s Word, using binding and loosing prayers to clean toxic waste out your of unsurrendered soul, and Christian fellowship, your life will just get better and better. So what does the binding and losing prayer have to do with this transformation by God? The binding
side steadies you with God and obligates you to God. The loosing side then begins to dig out and destroy all the negative things (wrong attitudes, deceptions) in your unsurrendered soul.

**Being Obligated to God’s Will**

**TIME FOR RECAP:**

One major reason for the seeming failure of the binding and loosing prayers is that the person praying them has unforgiveness hidden in his or her soul.

Another major reason that some use the binding and loosing prayers with little or no success and others make great strides with their praying of binding and loosing prayers is because of the personal desires behind their prayers. The whole purpose of binding yourself to God’s will is that you are choosing to obligate yourself to whatever His will for your life is.

Another reason is that many people want God to answer their binding and loosing prayers without Him expecting any involvement in the answer on their part. They want to pray the prayers and then immediately receive the answers with little personal effort or personal involvement.

Another reason is some people feel the need to use the prayers for everybody else, but not to pray them for themselves. I always encourage people to pray for themselves first; then pray for others. Often we’re a major part of the answer in whatever we’re praying.

Many people have written me about the prayers seeming to cause strife and hard things in their lives. Many have quickly concluded that the prayers probably were of the devil after all. That comes from the teaching that anything good comes from God; anything bad comes from the devil. The problem with this line of thinking is that what might seem “bad” is really God’s way of getting you to turn away from a wrong path or a wrong relationship or a wrong habit. Something seeming “good” may be Satan’s enticement towards a wrong action or path. Often only the Holy Spirit can give you discernment between the two.

Any questions you didn’t find answered here can be directed to:

liberty@libertysavard.com or
VM: 916-721-7770

---

**There Are Now 15 Laminated TEACHING/PRAYER CHARTS (4x5) Ready to Ship! That includes 5 More NEW 0nes!**

For several years, I have been asked to bring back the LSS Mini (4x5) Teaching/Prayer Charts again. I have done so and here are the first 15!

Please go to [www.libertysavard.com](http://www.libertysavard.com) to order.

These laminated Charts are perfect for packing in almost any size Bible or purse or brief case or jacket pocket. They also make great gifts or witnessing handouts. The 15 charts available are:

#01 Binding and Loosing Basics – Card 1 of 2 - 2014
#02 Binding and Loosing Basics PRAYER – Card 2 of 2 – 2014
#03 When Emotional Reactions Keep Coming Back Again and Again – Card 1 of 2 - 2014
#04 Stopping Emotional Reactions from Returning Card 2 of 2 – 2014
#05 Freedom of Forgiveness – 2014
#06 Power of Agreement - 2014
#07 Breaking Soul Power - 2014
#08 Breaking Soul Ties – Card 1 of 2 - 2014
#09 Breaking Soul Ties – Card 2 of 2 - 2014
#10 Breaking Food Addiction - 2014

The FIVE newest set of Charts are:

#11 Physical and Mental Dangers of Toxic Thinking 2014
#12 Healing 2014
#13 Breaking Wrong Mind/Body Agreements 2014
#14 Youth and Family 2014
#15 Dislodging (Territorial Wrong Agreements) and Declaring (Right Agreements) 2014

Get all 15 Charts for only $39.00!

5 Chart Set of #1-#5 OR #6-#10 OR #11-#15:
Each Set of Five - $15 each
Single Charts available for $4.00 each
Minimum of 3 charts per order.

Shipping included on all Chart orders in USA Extra shipping charged for International orders
ALL PDFS ARE ON SALE
RIGHT NOW!

TESTIMONIES

Liberty: I haven’t received a newsletter since March-May. If you have anything more recent, I would enjoy reading it. Just want you to know that I’ve got your back in prayer with your health.

You have opened doors for me through the years & others I know who would say the same things…doors which we are still walking through. I still use the prayers you printed in your books and the ones you had laminated. Thank you so much for listening to the Lord and being obedient to share what He taught you. God bless you, Liberty!! Sharon

Liberty: As I told you earlier, we are missionaries abroad. Thank you very much for your generosity. I appreciate the gift of Session #1 and I will be able to review it this weekend. I do have the ORIGINAL SYS BTP PTP books so I can do the reading assignments that align with the lessons. Thank you for your ministry and your gift to us here—you can claim XXXXX as a Satellite for LSM :-) We just ask that you don’t mention our names or location as we work in the highest security zone. W.

Liberty, you are SUCH a blessing. Thank you so much for your perseverance and contribution to helping people become strong and truly unshakable in Him. Jenny, NZ

Because of your book I’m praying my kingdom key authority prayers all the time. Your book began the opening of my eyes to the true meaning of my authority that I have been haphazardly been using for years. But now with the Word of God and by His Spirit my prayer life and life is much more on target as I really see what Luke 9:1-2 (When Jesus had called the Twelve together, he gave them power and authority to drive out all demons and to cure diseases, 2 and he sent them out to preach the kingdom of God and to heal the sick) means, and many more scriptures about who I am and what I have in Christ. Pastor Tony

Thank you for being true to God’s word. I have been a Christian for 20+ years and the wisdom shared in your books is finally making a difference in my life. I only just began reading your books and praying this way. My friend and I are in China and she brought these books with her. I am from Canada and in all those years there not one word of this way to bind and loose! Now I believe the ministry God wants to birth in me can successfully be birthed, because now I will find true healing and freedom to do all He has planned for me. Thanks again. Kate

Rev. Liberty, I first want to thank you for your teaching and your faithfulness to our Lord to release it to the Body. It is a teaching that is badly needed in the Church. I have been praying the binding and loosing prayers for several months and they are very powerful and I am noticing some wonderful changes in myself. Thank you!

I have been watching your DVD teachings (I just started #3) and I have read SYS and I noted your comment that Jesus never said a binding prayer (which is true). I’m wondering then how Matt 12:29 (bind the strongman) fits into the scheme of things. Is there an appropriate situation to bind the enemy per Matt 12:29? Thank you! I very much appreciate your teaching! Jim

LIBERTY: Jim, the full research on the strongman (I think you will find it very enlightening!) that I and my Office Manager, Linda Cady, did on this issue can be found in:

The Unsurrendered Soul II
Chapter 5
Fine-Tuned Prayer Principles That Mend and Heal

This is too extensive to send out in an e-mail. I hope you can access that book either in hard copy or PDF (which is on sale right now!) Thanks for asking. Liberty

Q&A’s

Liberty: I thought I couldn’t bind my will to God’s will and my emotions (or someone else’s’) to the Holy Spirit more than 3 times a day? C.

LIBERTY: C., you can pray these prayers as often as you want. I just caution people not to become too repetitive in praying the same prayers over and over.
People can become too dependent on the act of praying them repeatedly, never focusing on and trusting in the outcome of what they have just prayed. People who are very anxious can become addicted to praying the prayers again and again, trusting in the volume of their prayers, not in the content of the prayers.

Remember that the Word says in Matthew 6:7: And when you pray, do not heap up phrases (multiply words, repeating the same ones over and over) as the Gentiles do, for they think they will be heard for their much speaking (AMP).

Hi Liberty...I am so excited to have found your book and workbook for Shattering Your Strongholds! I am planning to teach a class in church based on these books. Do you allow copying of the workbook pages? What is the availability and price of the book and workbook? Thank you for your input...S.K. L.

LIBERTY: Dear S.K.L. The New SYS II book and matching Workbook are always available and the price is on my website. I would ask you please do not copy the New SYS Workbook pages (copyrighted). Many use either a blowup video clip for those who do not have SYS Workbooks, or write the workbook questions on a black/white board. The students can make a private binder of this. The Shattering Your Strongholds II PDF is on sale right now. Thank you, Liberty

Liberty: What are wrong agreements? How do I know if I am making any? CR

LIBERTY: When you agree with someone expressing critical, judgmental, and negative words toward another’s life, destiny purposes, or ministry—know that you will harvest a really thistle/burr/weed-filled crop in your own life, destiny purposes, and ministry. The person who sows bad seeds is the one reaps the harvest of the crop. We do not have to harvest anything from bad seeds (wrong agreements) another person has sown towards or against our lives.

We can loose the effects and influences of the wrong words or agreements another person has spoken about us or against us. It doesn’t hurt anything to do a little spiritual housecleaning from time to time by loosing the power of all wrong words spoken against you just in case someone has spoken wrong words that you haven’t known about. Others (even those who know better than to believe those words about you) may hear them and have a tiny seed of negativity sown in their mind when they hear them. You can avert that by loosing wrong words or agreements spoken about you by others.

We can also enter into wrong agreements with our own unsurrendered soul about our physical body—especially when it pressures and drives us to believe that we have no choice but to seek food, drugs, alcohol, sex. Or, it may pressure us to believe that we have a terrible disease and are going to die.

According to Scripture, God considers agreement to be an important and immutable principle. Agreement either brings God into a situation or it brings the enemy into a situation. Matthew 16:19 says that whatever we bind and loose on Earth will be bound and loosed in Heaven. This Scripture is our guideline for making right agreements with God and avoiding making wrong ones that the enemy will always use against us.

Right agreements mean that self-agendas and soulish self-motives have no place in any agreements we make. Because they always line up with God’s Word, right agreements let God get involved in our decisions. Even if we seem to face possible loss (and we might—that’s a whole newsletter full of explanation in itself!), God’s will always proves to be best at the finish line.

Wrong agreements range from mutual acts of dishonesty and self-deception, seeking of personal gain even at others’ expense, agreement with others to discredit someone or something, agreement to promote soulish self-agendas, agreement to commit adultery—even agreement to commit murder and mayhem. Wrong agreements with others always allow the enemy to get involved in our situations, bring hard consequences to us, and usually create soul ties.

CONTACT INFORMATION
Rev. Liberty Savard
PO Box 41260
Sacramento CA 95841
Voice Mail: 916-721-7770
(Please be patient for return call)

liberty@libertysavard.com
www.libertysavard.com
PRAYING FOR THE CHILDREN

The LSM International Intercessors, Phase 7, around the world are praying for children who are in situations of all forms of abuse, hunger, sickness, poverty, and child slavery. I pray that angels, authorities, and strong adults can give help to them at the time it is needed. Second Chronicles 7:14 tells us:

If My people who are called by My name will humble themselves, and pray and seek My face, and turn from their wicked ways, then I will hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin and heal their land (NKJV).

Some of our wicked ways surely are that we do not pray enough for those who need help so much, those who are not in a position to help themselves. This speaks of the power of our prayers for our nations and those in them if we will humble ourselves, stop following our own wills and our own agendas, and pray with all the focus and determination that we can for what is right. Please join with me and others committed to praying for the children of the world who desperately need us to agree that God’s will shall be done in their lives and quickly.

Lord, I come to you with pain in my heart asking that you forgive me for not daily remembering and praying for those who cannot help themselves. I bind every child in the world to your will. I bind their minds to your mind, Jesus, and I bind their wounded and ragged emotions to the healing balance and comfort of the Holy Spirit.

Please speak words of strength, encouragement, and hope to them. Please send help to rescue them quickly. I loose the enemy’s influence from all adults who are using and abusing so many children in the world today. Please heal the abusers from whatever has driven them to such behaviors. People are not born knowing how to abuse; they learn from being abused themselves. Please break this evil cycle in their lives.

You have said that if we would humble ourselves, pray, seek your face, and turn from our wicked ways, then you would heal our land. Please show us what we need to do to work with You to see our lands and the children in them become safe and healed and filled with hope. Thank you, Father God. Amen

Anyone, then, who knows the good he ought to do and doesn’t do it, sins.
James 4:17, NIV
Who and What is
LIBERTY SAVARD MINISTRIES?


This ministry believes the Scriptures are inspired of God, infallible, and fully authoritative for Christian faith and conduct. Jesus Christ, the Son of God, was born of a virgin, lived a sinless life on Earth, died on the cross in a substitutionary work of redemption for mankind, rose again and now sits at the right hand of the Father. Through Christ’s shed blood and renewal of the Holy Ghost, justified by grace through faith, man becomes an heir of God with absolute hope of eternal life.

Liberty teaches Christians how to make their unsurrendered souls (old natures) surrender to the will and purposes of God. She also teaches Christians how to loose emotional baggage and toxic waste from their unsurrendered souls to create room within themselves to receive all God has promised to them for today. This allows believers to fulfill their destinies while walking in knowledge and power to bring glory and honor to God the Father! The message of binding and loosing and the unsurrendered soul teaches God’s people how to pray with the Keys of the Kingdom (Matthew 16:19) to impact things on earth so they come into alignment with God’s already established will in heaven. Liberty teaches Christians how to pray purely without “want lists” and the soulish instruction manuals Christians are so prone to creating for God (so He will know how best to answer their prayers!). Effective prayers always have pure motives, God’s will, never soulish purposes or motives. Binding and loosing Keys of the Kingdom can always expose hidden motives in a believer’s unsurrendered soul.
• Special DOUBLE TREASURE HUNT – Prizes include FREE LSM Correspondence Courses worth $300.00 up until 12/31/14!!!
• The Prayers Just Aren’t Working! Why Won’t They Work For Me?
• You Will Always Have to be Involved in God’s Best Answer
• Renewing of the Mind
• Being Obligated to God’s Will
• FIVE NEW MINI LAMINATED PRAYER CHARTS – 15 Total Now!!!
• New Testimonies and Q&A
• Praying For the Children